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U~iocrsilq?of Nebrusku-Linco!~~,
Lincoln, Nebmska 68588-0311
(Received 9 March 1988; accepted for publication 113 May 2988)
Since the Erst trigatron spark gap was described by J. D. Craggs, M~E. Haine, and J. M~Meek
19.Ptist. Electr. Eng. 93.88,963 (1946)1, there has been controversy about the physical
naebrhanism responsible for triggering the devices. Hn this letter we present experimental
ev~dcncethat directly shows the sequence of physical events responsible for triggering in the
gap we studied, and we present a modd for trigatron triggering based on this information. We
Isejleve this mode2 ta be general and discuss it in light of existing literature. We briefly discuss
the impEications af the model for the engineering design of trigatron gaps.

The trlgatron spark gap was invented in the early f 94Ws
to serve as a switch in high-power moduBatnrs for radar,"2
and has found wide application as a high voltage, high current switch. A trigatron spark gap has three eiectrodes, two
of which form the main gap. The third, the trigger pin, is
located inside a hole in onre of the main gap electrodes. Hn
operation, a voltage less than the static main 82Lp breakdown
voltage, $/,, is applied to the main gap and breakdown is
triggered by the apphication of a voltage pulse to the trigger
pin. There is disagreement sn8scrat the physicaj mechanism
responsible fcr triggering breakdown of the main gap. The
most common view in the technical literature is that the
breakdown of the main gap is initiated a j h the gap beiween
the trigger pin and the adjacent main gap electrode breaks
down, and is the result of the action of this spark.' -%nother
viewpoint is that breakdown occurs as a result of the formation of a streamer in the distorted fiekd around the trigger pin
tip befire the formation ofthe trigger spark. i0-'5
This long-standing controversy is due in part tc the fact
that both viewpoints are based mostly on indirect experimental evidence such as current and voltage traces which
must be Interpreted in terms of a specific model. In this letter
we present receilt experimental resuits which clearly and dlrectly support the second viewpci~t,and clarify the detailed
succession of events occurring during the initial stages of
triggered breakdown. We BPeBieve our conclusions to be general and to impact directly severaB design queshis~nsfor ekgairon spark gap switcl~esas avdl as ather types of triggered
spark gap switches.
Figure 1shows a schematic dmwing of OLBBexperimental
apparatus. A trigatrcm spark gap was placed inside a metal
housing which could be evacuated and then back filled. Gap
spacing was adjustable, but for most experiments was set at
2.5 cm, resulting In VSB;= 62 LFr for a 400 Torr N2 fi1i. The
gap was designed to appear as a 50 9B ctinstant impedance
transmission line. Voltage was supplied to else gap by a d.c.charged, 50 a, 28 ns cewixiai able, and the gap discharged
into a matched load, The trigger generator consisted of an
800 ns, 50 92, d.6.-charged coaxid cable switched by a lasertriggered spark g a p The rise time s f the trigger pulse at the
trigger pin tip was 162-20 ns. Capacitive voltage probes with
~2 ns rise time monitored trigger pin and main gap voltages.
A BOW induceance current viewing resistor in the load provided a monitor of isad current. Optical events in the gap
were recorded with a high sensitivity streak camera and a
t 82
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locally constructed two-dimensional shutter camera capable
of about 5 ns temporal resolution.
Figure 2 shows a typical two-dimensionai shutter photograph of streamers in the trigatron gap obtained under
conditions listed in the caption. Figure 3 shows a typical
streak photograph obtained under the same condltisns,
along with the gap current for the same shot. The photos
show very dearly a luminous front crossing the gap. T k i ~
front was the first optical event observed in the mair, gap,
arid is certainly a reccrd ofthe passage of a streamer. Several
streamers are launched frotar the trigger pin, each with a
diameter of about 2 mm, and propagate with a speed varying
between about 10" and more than 10%cm/s. In almost all
cases, however, the arc forms from only one of these streamer channels. The intensity of the emission from these fronts is
very weak. Much more intense emission is ~bservedlater as
the streamer channel beats salad the arc starts ta f o m .
Except for the arrival of the trigger pulse, current associated with this front is the first electricak event observable in
the main gap. Stsrting within a few ns of the time the streamer appears at the trigger pin tip on the streak photo, the gap
current starts to rise. This curre,at is the reslaHt ofthe motion
of f ~ electrons
e
in the streamer tip, ahead of the streamer
(produced by photoionization or photoemission), and inside the streamer body. The plasma of the streamer tends to
shield the streamer interior from the external field, but is
only partially successful because of the rapidly changing
conditions produced by the propagating streamer tip. The
gap current rises primarily because the number of free electrons inside the streamer body increases as the streamer
channel lengthens. As the streamer nears the distant electrode, skidding of the iarterior becomes increasingly dificu3t
because the external circsit maintains a constant potential

FIG. I . Schematic diagram uf the experimental setup.
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diagnostic as a sudden increase in !eem~nosity.Neglecting
any voltage drop across the electrode-plasma interfaces, we
escrrnate the resistance of the streamer chamel at this tlme to
be somewhat larger than 6 BiG, and the average free-electron
densaty in the streamer channel to lie in the range 1614-i0'5
cm- 3, En good agreement with theclretica! expectation."
The experimental results we have obtained show that
triggered breakdown of orzr trigdtrsr; spark gap occurs
throagh the fok7Blowing sequence of events. Upom arrival of
the trigger p~alaeat the trigger pin streaniers form after a
short delay and propagate across the gap. One or more
streamer channels then connect the trigger pin to the uppcssite main gap electrode through a high resistance ( 10k R ) ,
and the switch is still open. The appired ReId causes the ion&
zaliora density In these streamer channels to rise, decreasing
this resistance. ConcanrrenlEy, as seen in two-dimensional
shutter photographs not shown here, the gap between the
trrgger pin and the adjacent main gap eiectrcsde also underbreakdown process. The
goes a streamel-/char~~'~e!-heating
deeaiaed sequence sf eveats beyond thns point is complex,
depending an the relatibe timing of these two breakdown
processes, the source resntance and pulse length of the tngger generator, and the main gap charging vdtage. Ira most
cases the final result IS two therwalized arcs connecting the
trigger pin to the apposite main gap electrode and the adjacent electrode, but other final so~mfiguralio~~s
are probably
possiblesmQc o n f of thi$ stage provides the engineer with
an opportunity to optimize gap performance.
Physical!y, the breakdown is a two-step process. First,
one or more streamers form and propagate across the main
gap. Second, the resulting ior%izahie?nrdeaudy, driven by the
applied field, increases until the arc channel forms and the
switch is closed. The eahanced field at the trigger pin tip is
h streamer. Once the streamer bas
needed only to l a u ~ ~ cthe
bridged some fraction of the gap, the presence of voltage on
the pin may aid the breakdown process, but it is not needed
for breakdown to occur.
These conclusions have important implications for the
design of trigatrons, and the question of the generality of our
observations nnaturally arises. We have performed similar experiments for N- fills between 250 and 900 Torr: synthetic
air and H, fills at 700 Tarr; trigger pin diameters between
0.08 and 0.5 cm; rounded, squared-odF, and ring-shaped pin
tips; pins Bush with and recessed below the host electrode
surface; ctsarging voltages between ~ 2 and
5 99% (sf static:
self-break voltage ( 15-62 EtV for '9W Torr N, 1; trigger pulse
voltages between 5 and 25 kV; and both heteropoHar charging co~figuffkations( -i- trigger, - mail1 gap, and vice
vefia). Except for very low charging voltages or very short
trigger gaps9breakdawn sfthe main gap was always i~litiated
by a streamer Saunched from the trigger pin before breakdawn of the trigger gap.
Shknropat studied the dependence of gap current and
v~I&%
fImac@
Z~ On
~ o l a r iconfiguration
t~
and trigger gap
conditaons in trigatran?;,
and
concluded
that
breakdown fs
initiated by field disto~ioa &hetrigger pir, tip, I 1 M~ later
presented photographic evidence showing several geaerat i ~ n of
s ~ ~ m i fihment~
n 0 ~ ~in
gap before the ~re&down
of the main gap, and conckaded that breakdown occurs in

--

FIG. 2. Two-dimensional shutter photograph showiprg streanters in the gap.
The corndieions were -- 50 kV sharging voltage, i. 10 kW trigger voltage,
and 700 Torr P.6, fill. The shutter was open for -5 ns, and closed at a time
roughly corresponding to 10 ns on the cornrent irnce in Fig. 3. Arc formation
and gap closure occurred 20-30 ns Ister.

drop between the trigger and main gap eiectrodes. Some s f
the current Increase may, tberefc>re,aiso be due to a decrease
irr shidding eficiency.
In most cases, the gap current jumped sEmuQtane0a1s1y
I ns] with the streamer arriving at the opposite main
gap electrode. When tke streamer contacts this electrode,
the requiremest of constant potential drop is inconsistent
with significant shielding of the main streamer body, and the
field inside the streamer must rise. '' This eEect is seen in time
electrical diagnostic as this current jump, and in the opticd

Curre~f (A1
PIG. 3. Streak photograph aad corresponding current trace assoziated ivirh
a streamer propagating across the gap. eonditiunb were the same as in Fig.
2. The streak cameraviewed a 1.2-mm-wideslit containing thegap axis. The
current trace was obtained by measuring the voltage at VGA,in Fig. 1, and is
nearly independent of the trigger gap current before main gap breakdown.
The symclaronizatio~~
ofthe time scale d the streak photo and the current
trace is accurate to within 1 11s.
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two stagescL"Martinn has described a phefiomennolegicsb
model for breakdown in high voltage gaps which he has applied to trigatrons, and concluded that breakdown consists
of a sequence sf events similar to those we report.14 Very
recent experimental results by Wells If' also upp port our model.
Most other workers have attributed euiggering to eKects
of the trigger spark that forms between the trigger pin and
the adjacent main gap electrode.' The principal argument
they use is based on excluding field distortion mechanisms,
and imp!ieitIy assumes that breakdown is a single-step process. Since the main gap is oken found to break down after
the trigger gap, field distortion mechanisms are excluded by
reasoning that when the trigger gap breaks ciown the trigger
voltage collapses, removing the field distortion, and terminating the main gap breakdown process if it has not already
been csmpleted. The breakdown mechanism we suggest is a
two-step process, and such arguments caranot be used to exclude it. We therefore beSieve the model to be consistent with
~ o s published
t
experimental results on taigatr-ons.
The results we present here have several implications for
the design of trigatram. For example, high fields near the
trigger pin tip are probably needed to reduce delay and jitter
in the formative time of the streamer, but the trigger gap
muse be designed so that it does atnt break down at least until
the streamer Is well on its way. The ddeteric?as effects of too
short a trigger gap or tco high a trigger voltage have been
reported oiy several authors. "7'".L4v1h,i" Further, through
careful choice of voltage waveform on the trigger pin, it may
be pe~ssibleto encourage the main arc to fom1 directly
between main gap eBcsirodes, rather than through the trigger
pin tip as an intermediary. Our results ahso clarify some of
tine issues involved in operating trigatrons at charging voltages well bdow VSB. Mare avork is needed to understand

'
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better the streamer Pornnation process and the channel heating processes as they apply to triggered breakdown.
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